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Focus of the article

• Big picture: 
Chaotic internet and ordered mobile net, -
which one will (or should) influence the 
other?

• This case: i-Mode in Japan
– an ordered mobile internet sector has been 

challenged by the mechanisms of a chaotic 
internet



Order vs. chaos?

• Internet is ”chaos”
• Governed by ”end-to-end” principle
• (Siting Blumenthal and Clark , 2001 ”Rethinking the 

design of the internet: The end to end argument vs. the 
brave new world. ” )

• Mobile internet (in Japan) is (was) ”order”
• Organized and closed systems



What is i-Mode?
• Launched in 1999 by DoCoMo in Japan
• Started with limited bandwidth capacity (2G)
• Focus on innovative content, not high tech 

wizardry
• Special mobile handsets with i-Mode capability
• Billing and payment system on microscale, run 

by the carriers 
• Packet switched network, ”always on”
• Proprietary technical specifications and 

protocols



Japan’s mobile internet market 
shares (2007)

• DoCoMo 53% (52.9 million subscribers)
• KDDI 29.5% (22 mill. subscribers)
• Softbank 17.2%  (17.1 mill. subscribers)



Japan’s mobile internet  ecosystem

• Service providers
• Handset manufacturers
• Content providers / software developers
• Equipment manfacturers
• E-commerce actors (credit card 

companies etc)



The role of the telecom companies

• Exercise total control
• Prescribe technical specifications to 

handsets, server vendor and content 
developers

• Contribute to (proprietary) standards for 
content, handsets, network protocols

• Ensures ”order”
• ”Walled gardens”



Favouring of official content

• Official content providers
– Officially approved by service providers
– Their websites listed on service provider’s browsers
– Handset’s default browser reached by a one-button 

click
– Billing service from service provider
– Sharing of revenue with service provider
– A secure environment for e-commerce
– Copyright protection



Unofficial content providers

• Not listed on the service provider’s 
browser

• Get customers through advertizing
• Use credit card for payment



Japan’s mobile Internet ecosystem



Recent changes in Japan’s mobile 
internet market

• A dominating ”order” with a growing 
”chaos” at the margins

• 90.000 unofficial and 6.500 official sites by 
2006

• Due to:
– Technology changes
– Advanced content applications
– Search engines



Technology changes

• Greater bandwith (3G)
• More advanced handsets with high-

resolution screens
• More advanced multimedia applications



Advanced content applications

• Information and publication
• Decomail
• Mobile e-commerce
• Mobile television and video services
• Social networking services



Search engines

• Earlier: Content search restricted to 
operators official websites

• Two important changes:
– Increase in search capabilities
– Emerge of micro browsers



Search engines (cont)

• KDDI in partership with Google 2006
• Google search integrated in mobile portal
• Result:

– Search queries tripled
– Queries leading to operators official sites: 

22%
– Queries leading to unofficial sites: 47%
– Queries leading to PC web sites: 31% 



Search engines (cont)

• The other operators followed:
– DoCoMo integrated several search engines 

(Google, Yahoo, Microsoft etc)
– Softbank integrated Yahoo Japan

• Japan’s mobile subscribers can now (with 
convenience) access both official and 
unofficial sites and the WWW



Changing business models

• Revenue drop from official content 
providers

• Increased revenues from click-through of 
ad links displayed with search result

• More internet-like revenue models
• Applications offered on both PC and 

mobile platform
• Embedding and integrating services
• Flat-fee based access



i-Mode international

• i-Mode introduced in big countries in Asia, 
Europe, Middle East and Australia

• Limited success: Most operators have 
plans for discontinuing the service

• Could not compete with established WAP 
based mobile internet services

• No control over total mobile value chain
• Difficult to market i-Mode handsets



Order vs. Chaos?

One strategy for organizations developing 
large  scale technical systems is to 
support such ‘‘systems in their initial 
stages through hierarchical coordination, 
but later, when they have gained a certain 
size and critical mass, to support 
decentralization and to turn them into 
flexible markets’’ (Scheider 2000).



Summary

• The Japan mobile service providers 
started out with a hiearchical portal-centric 
model

• Moved towards an ”internet” model
• Gives flexibility to adapt to market
• Chaotic order of internet have seeped over 

to the ”ordered” mobile arena 
• A hybrid model is now state of the arts


